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Mixed Legume Fallows and Lower N Rates in Plant Cane After a Successful Legume Crop

To grow mixed legumes on all fallow
blocks when possible. To try lowering
the nitrogen fertilizer in plant cane
after a successful legume crop.

The grower wants to improve soil
health across his farms by growing
mixed legumes on his fallow block
when possible.
By growing mixed legumes, the
grower will be able to reduce his
nitrogen rates in plant cane, improve
weed pressure during fallow periods
and reduce erosion after serious rain
events.

Crop lodging can be an issue after a succesful
legume crop if N rates aren't managed

Good nodulation indicates a chance to reduce N in plant cane fertilier

-Pre-mound & lime fallow blocks in
preparation for planting mixed
legumes.
-This season 2019/2020 the grower
has planted some of his fallow blocks
to mixed legume crops (Traditional
mix of Ebony cowpea & Rongai
lablab) in the Seymore area.
- Season of 2020/2021 the grower
has missed his chance of growing
mixed legume crop on his fallow
ground due to extremes in the
weather of very dry to very wet.
- Season of 2021/2022 the grower
was able to successfully grow
another traditional mix of legumes on
his fallow blocks and will reduce his
nitrogen in plant cane this season by
5 or 10kg/ha as indicated in his
nutrient management plan.

The grower was able to get a
traditional mix of legumes onto
some of his fallow blocks in the
2019/2020 season. He has said
that he was impressed with his
plant crop following the mixed
legumes ,but unfortunately it has
lodge early and will probably lose
it's vigor.
The grower said that one part of
the paddock was stick planted
and the other part was mound
planted. The mound planted part
of the block has lodge ,but not
the stick planted section.
The grower will now trial different
planting methods after decent
legume crops to see if he can
keep the cane standing for
longer.
-Season 2020/2021 was to
extreme in weather conditions
and he missed his opportunity to
plant mixed legumes but will try
again next season
-Season 2021/2022 the grower
has once again successfully
grown a mixed legume crop and
will trial some lower N rates when
cane planting season arrives.

